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Abstract

In task-based business environments, effective knowledge management relies on providing task-relevant information to fulfill the

information needs of knowledge workers. This work proposes an adaptive task-based profiling approach to model workers’ task needs,

namely information needs (profiles) on tasks. Meanwhile, a fuzzy analytical method is proposed to identify peer-groups with similar task-

needs based on workers’ profiles. Accordingly, a Knowledge Support (K-Support) system is developed to provide a collaborative task-based

workplace facilitating knowledge retrieval and sharing among peer-groups. The proposed K-Support system is grounded in a research

institute to stimulate task-based knowledge retrieval and sharing. Experimental results show that the proposed system can support task-

relevant knowledge effectively.
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1. Introduction

Deploying knowledge management systems (KMSs) is

an important strategy for organizations to gain sustainable

advantages. Organizations try to maximize the use of

knowledge assets to increase an organization’s profitability

and productivity with the support of contemporary knowl-

edge management tools. Furthermore, the critical role of

Information Technologies (ITs) is to assist knowledge

workers to reuse valuable knowledge assets to carry

out business tasks successfully (Andrade, Ares, Garcia,

Rodriguez, & Suárez, 2003; Davenport & Prusak, 1998;

Liebowitz, 1999).

Generally, ITs focus on explicit and tacit dimensions in

knowledge management activities (Gray, 2001a; Kankan-

halli, Tanudidjaja, Sutanto, & Tan (Bernard), 2003). The

former is achieved by a codified approach. Intellectual

content codified into explicit form can facilitate knowledge

retrieval and reuse (Zack, 1999). Knowledge repository,

knowledge-based systems, and knowledge maps are

the supports for knowledge storage, organization
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and dissemination. The latter puts emphasis on dialoging

via social networks to facilitate knowledge sharing. Knowl-

edge expert directories, yellow pages, communities of

practices and talk rooms, support interpersonal communi-

cation for knowledge sharing (Agostini, Albolino,

De Michelis, De Paoli, & Dondi, 2003; Koh & Kim, 2004).

Effective knowledge management relies on understand-

ing workers’ information needs on tasks, for brevity, task-

needs. As the operations and management activities of

enterprises are mainly task-based, KMSs focus on providing

task-relevant knowledge to workers engaged in knowledge-

intensive tasks (Abecker, Bernardi, Maus, Sintek, &

Wenzel, 2000; Fenstermacher, 1999, 2002; Fischer &

Ostwald, 2001). The Kabiria system supports knowledge-

based document retrieval in office environments, allowing

users to conduct document retrieval according to the

operational context of task-associated procedures (Celen-

tano, Fugini, & Pozzi, 1995). The KnowMore system

maintains task specifications (profiles) to enumerate the

process-context of tasks and associated knowledge items

(Abecker et al., 2000). Context-aware delivery of task-

specific knowledge can then be facilitated based on the task

specifications and current execution context of the process.

Although providing an appropriate view for designing task-

based knowledge support, existing works focus on specify-

ing the process-context of tasks. This provides support for

context-aware or process-aware knowledge retrieval, rather
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than on a systematic approach to construct task profiles.

Moreover, the adaptation of profiles to track workers’

dynamic information needs is not addressed.

KMSs rely on an effective approach to construct a

community of practice to promote knowledge sharing. Koh

and Kim (2004) investigated knowledge sharing in virtual

communities from an e-business perspective. Their result

revealed that knowledge sharing in virtual communities can

increase the loyalty of Internet-based service providers. The

Milk system supports informal communication and knowl-

edge sharing for knowledge workers performing tasks in

different work practices (Agostini et al., 2003). OntoShare,

an ontology-based KMS, models the interests of users and

provides automatic knowledge sharing in communities of

practice with the aid of profiles (Davies, Duke, & Stonkus,

2003). Although user profiles had been employed to

stimulate knowledge disseminations in communities of

practice, they did not consider the identification of peer-

groups with similar task-needs to form communities in

task-based business environments.

This work proposes a task-based knowledge support (K-

Support) system to acquire, organize, and disseminate an

organization’s knowledge resources from the aspect of task

to support task-relevant knowledge. Task-based information

is conceptualized into ontology, which is used as a

conceptual backbone for organizing knowledge resources

and supporting knowledge access. An adaptive task-based

profiling approach is proposed to tackle workers’ dynamic

information needs on tasks by analyzing workers’ access

behaviors or relevance feedbacks based on the domain

ontology. Furthermore, a fuzzy analytical method is

proposed to identify task-based peer-groups according to

workers’ profiles, namely, task needs. With the aid of task-

based profiles and peer-groups, the K-Support system

effectively provides task-relevant knowledge and knowl-

edge sharing among task-based peer-groups.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the

architecture of the K-Support system. The approach of

adaptive task-based profiling is described in Section 4.

Section 5 describes the fuzzy analytical method

for identifying task-based peer groups. The proposed

K-Support portal with associated system evaluation is

presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Conclusions and

future works are stated in Section 8.
2. Literature review

2.1. Task-based knowledge retrieval

The repository of structured, explicit knowledge,

especially document form, is a codified strategy to manage

knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Gray, 2001b).

However, with the growing amount of information in

organizational memories, KMSs face the challenge to help
users find pertinent and needed information. Accordingly,

knowledge retrieval is considered a core component to

access knowledge items in knowledge repository (Kwan &

Balasubramanian, 2003; Fenstermacher, 2002). Moreover,

domain ontology, a shared conceptualization of a specific

domain, is often used to specify the working domain of an

organization. Organizing knowledge items into ontological

structure based on the domain ontology is promising to

support knowledge retrieval in business environments

(Fensel, Staab, Studer, van Harmelen, & Davies, 2003).

Translating users’ information needs into compromised

queries is not an easy work. Most systems rely on

Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to access organiz-

ational codified knowledge. The technique of Information

Filtering (IF) with a profiling approach to model users’

information needs is an effective approach to proactive

delivering relevant information to users. The technique has

been widely used in the areas of Information Retrieval and

Recommender Systems (Herlocker & Konstan, 2001;

Middleton, Shadbolt, & De Roure, 2004; Pazzani & Billsus,

1997). The profiling approach has also been addressed by

some KMSs to enhance knowledge retrieval and further

promote knowledge sharing among project-based or inter-

esting groups (Abecker et al., 2000; Agostini et al., 2003;

Davies et al., 2003).

The information can be delivered in a specific context of

business environments. The information retrieval (IR)

technique coupled with workflow management systems

(WfMS) was employed to support proactively delivery of

task-specific knowledge according to the context of tasks

within a process (Abecker et al., 2000; Fenstermacher,

2002). Furthermore, a process meta-model specifying the

knowledge-in-context is integrated with workflow systems

to capture and retrieve knowledge within a process context

(Kwan & Balasubramanian, 2003). Despite the subtle

difference among these works, they provide an appropriate

view by specifying the process-context of tasks to support

context-aware knowledge retrieval. Furthermore, acquiring

and disseminating role-relevant process views was con-

sidered in workflow environments (Shen & Liu, 2004).

Alvarado, Romero-Salcedo, and Sheremetov, (2004) also

proposed acquiring and organizing corporate memory from

the perspective of role/job position, in which an Organiz-

ational Memory is modeled by adopting UML/XML to

specify the ontologies for organization positions, tasks, and

application domains.

2.2. Knowledge sharing in community of practices

For complex and knowledge-intensive tasks, the collab-

oration among knowledge workers may arise around

common goals, problems and interests. Domain experts or

experienced workers who hold valuable tacit knowledge

play important roles in assisting knowledge workers to

accomplish business tasks (McDonald & Ackerman, 2000).

The ultimate goal of KM is to enable innovative activities
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by promoting collaboration or communication among

knowledge workers in organizations (Fischer & Ostwals,

2001; Wolverton, 1999). Collaboration may take place in a

formal group such as a business project or in an informal

group such as a community of practice. A community of

practice consists of people who share common needs of

information; hence, a community of practice is an effective

approach to promote knowledge creation, transfer and

sharing within or across organizations (Agostini et al., 2003;

Brown & Duguid, 1991; Davies et al., 2003; Koh & Kim,

2004). Although user profiles had been employed to

stimulate knowledge disseminations in communities of

practice, they did not consider the identification of peer-

groups with similar task-needs to form communities in task-

based business environments.
3. Task-based knowledge support system

This section presents an overview of the K-Support

system for providing task-relevant information. The system

architecture of the proposed knowledge support is then

described.

3.1. Overview of K-Support

In task-based environments, codified knowledge and

human resources are important knowledge assets for

accomplishing organizational tasks. This work presents an

architecture and implementation of a knowledge support

system (K-Support) in task-based workplaces. The pro-

posed K-Support system provides task-relevant knowledge

to a worker based on his/her information needs on the

target-task, namely the task being conducted at hand. The

main concepts of the proposed system are as follows.
†
 An adaptive task-based profiling approach is proposed to

model workers’ dynamic information needs (profiles) on

tasks based on their access behaviors or relevance

feedbacks on knowledge items. Task-based knowledge

support can then be facilitated to assist knowledge

workers to access and disseminate task-relevant knowl-

edge based on profiles. A fuzzy linguistic approach is

employed to model workers’ relevance feedbacks. The

fuzzy linguistic approach is an approximate technique for

modeling human thinking in evaluating qualitative

problems (Zadeh, 1975). Moreover, a modified relevance

feedback (RF) technique, adopted from the techniques

proposed by Rocchio (1971) and Ide (1971), is used to

adjust workers’ profiles based on relevance feedbacks.

Relevance feedback is a well-known technique in

information retrieval for improving search effectiveness

by automatic query reformulation (Salton & Buckley,

1990).
†
 Experienced workers with valuable task-relevant knowl-

edge and expertise can help knowledge workers solve
problems or make decisions. For complex and knowl-

edge-intensive tasks, collaboration among knowledge

workers and experts is often necessary for more effective

knowledge dissemination. The proposed system can

provide more effective knowledge support through

knowledge sharing among peer-group members. Peer-

group members engaged in common tasks or with similar

task-needs can collaborate in the proposed task-based

portal to accomplish their tasks. A fuzzy analytical

method is proposed to determine peer-groups with

similar task-needs based on the profiles. The method

employs a fuzzy max–min operation to derive the

similarity among workers by computing the transitive

max–min closure. The method of computing transitive

max–min closure is an effective approach to infer fuzzy

relations which are not explicitly given (Chen & Horng,

1999; Klir & Yuan, 1995). Inherent transitive relation-

ship among workers is inferred to derive a fuzzy

similarity matrix of workers. Task-based peer-groups

can then be identified by grouping members with

equivalence relation determined by a-cuts applied to

the fuzzy similarity matrix. More details will be

addressed in Section 5.

Fig. 1 shows the proposed knowledge support model to

facilitate task-based knowledge retrieval and sharing. The

model comprises three main modules, namely task-oriented

repository, profile handler, and task-oriented retrieval

router.

Task-oriented repository. Task-oriented repository is

constructed with the support from domain ontology to

effectively organize codified knowledge. The ontology

configuration generates the domain ontology, which is

structured into four levels, including categories, fields,

tasks, and codified knowledge items. Categories represent-

ing the main subjects of organizations are pre-defined to

organize tasks and codified knowledge items. The key

features of tasks are extracted from related knowledge

items. Tasks are classified into categories based on fuzzy

classifications. Moreover, tasks with similar subjects are

grouped into fields. Details are discussed in Section 4.1.

Profile handler. Two kinds of profiles, task profile and

work profile, are maintained to model workers’ information

needs on the target task at hand. Task profile describes the

key features of a task and is the kernel for discovering and

disseminating task-relevant information to knowledge

workers. Work profile models a worker’s information

needs on the target task, and is represented as a set of

relevant tasks or fields of the target task with associated

relevance degrees. Workers’ information needs may change

during the progress on performing the target task. The user

behavior tracker is an on-line module to capture workers’

dynamic behaviors, including access behaviors on the task-

based domain ontology and relevance feedbacks on knowl-

edge items. The profile handler uses an adaptive task-based

profiling approach, which is described in Section 4.2, to
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adjust workers’ profiles. The peer-group analyzer employs

a fuzzy analytical method described in Section 5 to identify

peer-groups with similar task needs (information needs on

the target task) based on work profiles.

Task-oriented information service router. The task-

oriented information service router helps knowledge

workers gather appropriate information from the task-

oriented repository and task-based peer-groups. The router

fetches task-relevant information according to the worker’s

task profile. Moreover, each worker has his/her own view of

task-relevant information, namely, personalized ontology,
Fig. 2. System ar
which is derived from his/her work profile on the target task

and is organized according to the domain ontology.

Knowledge sharing from other peer-group members is

derived by retrieving each peer-group member’s personal-

ized ontology. The retrieval and sharing of task-relevant

knowledge is demonstrated in Section 6.

3.2. System architecture

Fig. 2 depicts the system architecture comprising four

implementation layers, including knowledge resource
chitecture.
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collection, knowledge acquisition, knowledge modeling,

and Web-based front-end application.

Knowledge resource collection layer. The unstructured

or semi-structured information embedded in records such as

documents, presentation slides, reports, lesson-learned,

database entries, etc., are valuable knowledge items. This

layer collects information expressed in various forms from

different knowledge sources that are generated and accessed

during task executions. Meanwhile, the system collects data

from human resource applications to provide a platform for

gathering and exchanging task-relevant knowledge among

workers.

Knowledge acquisition layer. This layer extracts explicit

(codified) knowledge and tacit (human resource) knowl-

edge within the organization. Two modules are responsible

to handle and process task-relevant knowledge items: one

is the data-processing module and the other is the task-

processing module. This layer employs information

retrieval, text mining and database techniques to process

and organize task-relevant information.
†
 The data-processing module deals with textual data

represented in different formats. The information

extraction engine retrieves meaningful information

such as title, abstract, and author name from documents.

The text pre-processing engine employs term trans-

formation, term weighting, and feature selection steps

(Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Nero, 1999; Porter, 1980;

Salton & Buckley, 1988) to extract meaningful

information (metadata) of textual-based knowledge

items.
†
 The task-processing module comprises three processing

units, including log-parsing, task corpus selection, and

task categorization engines to handle task-relevant data.

The log-parsing engine analyzes log-files to track user’s

interaction with the system. The task corpus selection

engine generates the task corpus of a task tr by

analyzing the contents of textual data accessed by tr.

The task corpus represents the key features of a task.

The task categorization engine is responsible for

ontology configuration via a seed-based fuzzy classifi-

cation technique.

Knowledge modeling layer. This layer is responsible for

modeling task-relevant information and workers’ infor-

mation needs. The domain modeling module is responsible

for representing domain ontology from the aspect of task.

The module handles the grouping of similar tasks into fields.

The ontology is used to represent the organization’s

domain-specific knowledge. Task related information (e.g.

skills, knowledge, workers, and documents, etc.) is also

conceptualized into the agreed ontology to provide knowl-

edge support. The profile modeling module provides

mechanisms such as profile creation, modification, and

integration to conduct profile management. Moreover, the

module implements the profile handler described in
Section 3.1. Profile modeling is the kernel to support

knowledge retrieval and sharing.

Web-based GUI and front-end application layer. An

integrated platform is built upon the profile modeling server

and domain modeling server to construct the task-based

knowledge support portal. This layer mainly provides the

function of a task-oriented retrieval router described in

Section 3.1. Moreover, the proposed system considers the

task perspective to acquire and disseminate task-relevant

knowledge. Different knowledge management applications

are available for workers. For example, the function of task

assessment editor assists a worker to conduct task assess-

ment to create his/her own task profile. A worker may use

the personal information editor to organize his/her own

knowledge. In addition, a worker can enter the task-based

workspace to browse, access, and organize task-relevant

knowledge. The proposed system not only delivers task-

relevant knowledge based on task profile but also identifies

peer-groups with similar task-needs (or similar projects)

based on work profiles. Workers engaged in the same task or

with common task needs can solve the encountered problem

together, thereby realizing collaborative task-based knowl-

edge support.
4. Adaptive task-based profiling

Section 4.1 describes the configuration of task-based

information into an ontological structure, while Section 4.2

describes the proposed profiling approach which models and

adapts to workers’ dynamic information needs on the target

task.

4.1. Domain ontology

A pertinent ontology to conceptualize the domain

information of an organization is required. The domain

ontology (DO) is structured into four levels, including

categories, fields, tasks and knowledge items, as shown in

Fig. 3. Categories representing the main subjects of

organizations are pre-defined to organize tasks and codified

knowledge. Tasks with similar subjects are grouped into

fields. The procedures to construct the domain ontology are

as follows. The key contents of codified knowledge (textual

data; documents) can be represented as a vector of weighted

terms, using a term weighting approach that considers term

frequency, inverse document frequency, and normalization

factors (Salton & Buckley, 1988). Task corpus describes the

key features of tasks and can be constructed by extracting

key contents from textual data gathered during task

execution. Categorizing tasks is then undertaken via a

fuzzy classification approach. The categorization derives

fuzzy relationships between tasks and categories. The final

step groups similar tasks into fields.

Task corpus extraction. The task corpus of a task tr is

represented as a feature vector of weighted terms
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(keywords). The task corpus of task tr is defined as the

centroid vector ðt r, which is the vector, obtained by

averaging the feature vectors of documents generated and

accessed by tr.

Task categorization. This work employs a seed-based

fuzzy classification method to categorize tasks into

categories. Fuzzy classification extends the traditional

crisp classification notation by associating objects in

every category with a membership function so that each

object can belong to more than one category (Zadeh,

1965). A category can be represented as a feature vector

of weighted terms derived from the task corpora of its

seed tasks. The degree of relevance between task and

categories is calculated based on term distributions under

the vector space model. A fuzzy relation matrix R is

defined to represent the relevance between tasks and

categories. Rk-by-mZ[mCi(tr)] denotes an k-by-m fuzzy

relation matrix, whereas an element mCi(tr)

(mCi(tr)2[0,1]) in the matrix denotes the relevance

degree of rth task to the ith category. The notation m

represents the number of categories while k represents

the number of tasks. Accordingly, the relevance degree

of task tr to categories can be modeled as a vector

characterized by membership grades to categories,
ÐtC
r Z!mc1

ðtrÞ;mc2
ðtrÞ;.;mcm

ðtrÞO. The details of task

categorization are presented in (Wu & Liu, 2003).

Field configuration. Tasks with similar subjects are

grouped into fields. Notably, the relevance degrees to

categories represent the subjects of a task. The similarity

between tasks can thus be calculated based on their

relevance degrees to categories. Based on the fuzzy

relationship matrix R, similar tasks are grouped together

to form a field, as follows. A threshold value, thresq, is

defined to transform the fuzzy relation matrix R into a

binary relation matrix B. The threshold value is determined
by the max–min operation, as shown in Eq. (1).

thres q Z maxðmminðt1Þ;mminðt2Þ;.;mminðtkÞÞ;

where mminðtrÞ Z minðmC1
ðtrÞ;mC2

ðtrÞ;.;mCm
ðtrÞÞ

for r Z 1; 2;.; k

(1)

According to Eq. (2), the fuzzy relation matrix R is

transformed into a binary relation matrix B.

mCi
ðtrÞ Z

1 mCi
ðtrÞO thresq

0 mCi
ðtrÞ% thresq

(
(2)

Tasks that have the same relationship with respect to

each category in B, are similar tasks to be grouped into a

field labeled by a field name. This work defines fields

according to the schema of ACM Computing Classification

Systems. The result generates a l-by-k field-to-task relation

matrix FZ[fj(tr)] such that fj(tr) is one if task tr is grouped

into field fj; and is zero otherwise; where l denotes the

number of fields. Fig. 3 shows an example of domain

ontology.
4.2. Profile modeling

Knowledge retrieval and sharing rely on profile modeling

to capture workers’ information needs on the target task. A

systematic approach to assessing task relevance for appro-

priately constructing task profiles is proposed in our

previous work (Wu & Liu, 2003). The proposed approach

generates task profiles, namely feature vectors of weighted

terms, by analyzing similar historical tasks in organization

memory instead of conducting evaluations on a tremendous

amount of documents.

In this work, the adaptation of profile is proposed to

model workers’ dynamic information needs on the target
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task based on users’ access behaviors or relevance feedback

on knowledge items. A modified relevance feedback

technique is employed to adjust workers’ dynamic infor-

mation needs. The traditional relevance feedback technique

requires the user to rate information items explicitly.

However, in practice, users are unwilling to conduct tedious

relevance feedback. This work proposes an adaptive task-

based profiling approach to model workers’ dynamic

information needs via considering both explicit feedback,

where our system collects workers’ linguistic ratings, and

implicit feedback, where our system monitors user access

behavior. Meanwhile, a worker’s relevance feedback is

modeled by a fuzzy linguistic approach, as described in the

following.

Perception modeling through fuzzy linguistic approach.

The fuzzy linguistic approach is a technique for approxi-

mating human perception, and provides easier assess to

qualitative problems. Linguistic assessment uses words

rather than numbers. For example, the linguistic variable

‘Relevance’ is defined to assess the degree of relevance

between objects (such as document, task, etc.). Notably, a

linguistic variable is characterized by a quintuple (S, E(S),

U, G, M) as defined in Definition I (Zadeh, 1975). The

semantic meaning of a linguistic term can be formulated as a

fuzzy number, which represents the approximate value of

each linguistic term.

Definition I. A linguistic variable is expressed as a

quintuple (S, E(S), U, G, M) where S denotes the name of

the variable; E(S) is the linguistic term of S, namely the set

of its linguistic values range over a universe of discourse U;

G is a syntactic rule (a grammar) which generates the

linguistic term set in E(S); and M is a semantic rule that

assigns meaning, m(e), to each linguistic term e in E with a

fuzzy set on U.

From Definition I, a linguistic variable, Relevance, is

defined to represent the degree of relevance between items

(tasks or categories) assessed by evaluators. E(Relevance) is

characterized using a fuzzy set of a universe of discourse

UZ[0,1], in which six linguistic terms rj and their

associative semantic meanings mðrjÞ are defined as follows:

EðRelevanceÞ Z fr0 Z Very LowðVLÞ;

r1 Z LowðLÞ; r2 Z Normal ðNÞ; r3 Z HighðHÞ;

r4 Z Very High ðVHÞ; r5 Z Perfect ðPÞg

where mðriÞ!mðrjÞ, for i!j, and all mðrjÞ are distributed in

[0,1].

The fuzzy linguistic approach models the meaning of

each term using fuzzy numbers, as defined in Definition II

(Dubis & Prade, 1978). The fuzzy number plays a

fundamental role in formulating the semantic meaning of

the linguistic term, which represents an approximate value

of the linguistic variable.
Definition II. A fuzzy number ~Z is a ‘normal’ and ‘convex’

fuzzysetdefinedonthesetRand ~Z isaclosedintervalforevery

a2(0,1]. The membership function f ~ZðxÞ of the triangular

fuzzy number (TFN), ~ZZ ðl;m; rÞ, is presented in Eq. (3)

f ~ZðxÞ Z

ðx K lÞ=ðm K lÞ l%x%m

ðr KxÞ=ðr KmÞ m%x%r

0 otherwise

8><
>: (3)

This work adopts the center of area (COA) method to

calculate fuzzy numbers, owing to its simplicity and

practicability. The COA method calculates the fuzzy mean

under uniform probability distribution assumption (Lee & Li,

1988). If the fuzzynumber ~U is triangular,where ~UZ ðl;m; rÞ,

the crisp rating can be derived by the equation:

CVð ~UÞZ ½ðrK lÞC ðmK lÞ�=3C l.
4.2.1. Profile structuring

Two kinds of profiles, task profile and work profile, are

maintained in our system. Both profiles are used to

represent a worker’s current information needs on the

target task at hand. The task profile of a task tr is a

feature vector of weighted keywords, denoted as
ðt r Z!wkw 1;wkw 2;.;wkwnO. The work profile of a worker

u, denoted as WPuZ{!topicj, wp(topicj)O}, contains a set

of topics (fields or tasks in domain ontology) with associated

degree of relevance to the target task at a specific time

period. wp(topicj) represents the relevance degree of topicj

to the target task at time p, from the aspect of u. The

associated degree of relevance indicates a similarity

measure between a topic and the target task at a specific

time period. The similarity measure is initially obtained

from a worker’s relevance assessment, and will be updated

via analyzing a worker’s access behaviors and explicit

feedback as described in Section 4.2.2. Notably, category

level is not considered since the topics in category are too

general to differentiate workers’ task needs. Let FS denote

the set of topics in field level and TS denote the set of topics

in task level. A work profile represents a worker’s task-

needs expressed as a set of relevant fields or tasks in domain

ontology, and can be used to derive a worker’s personalized

ontology (WPO) on the target task. An ontology threshold

value d can be defined by a worker to generate a WPO on the

target task by filtering out irrelevant fields or tasks with

relevance degrees below the threshold value. Accordingly,

WPOuZ{!topicj, wp(topicj)Ojwp(topicj)Rd and

topicj2FSgTS}. The result forms a worker u’s personal-

ized ontology on the target task.
4.2.2. Feedback analysis

In the proposed system, each worker’s feedback is

collected and analyzed by the user behavior tracker which

is activated periodically. A temporal profile, denoted as
ðT empu;p, is generated by the profile handler to represent a

worker u’s current information needs on the target task.
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The temporal file is derived from the feature vectors of those

documents accessed by worker u during time period p, as

shown in the Eq. (4).

ðT empu;p Z
1

jD
exp
u;p j

!
X

cdj2D
exp
u;p

ðAu !ðdjÞ! ðdjÞ
j C

1

jD
imp
u;p j

!
X

cdj2D
imp
u;p

ðCVð ~HÞu ! ðdjÞ (4)

D
exp
u;p denotes the set of documents which had been

explicitly rated by worker u in conducting the target task

during the time period p. Au(dj) denotes worker u’s crisp

rating on the relevance of document dj to the target task. The

crisp rating is derived from the linguistic rating according to

the COA method described previously. D
imp
u;p denotes the set

of documents which had been browsed and accessed but not

been rated by worker u during time period p. A linguistic

rating ‘High’ is given by default to represent the relevance

degree of unrated documents (implicit feedback). CVð ~HÞu

denotes the corresponding crisp value of relevance rating

‘High’ of worker u. Notably, our system will show the

description of a document. Thus, we assume that a worker

will read the description first to decide if the document is

relevant, and then access and browse the document.

Accordingly, a linguistic rating ‘High’ is assigned to

unrated documents that had been accessed and browsed by

the worker.

The similarity between the temporal profile and a topic tj
in the domain ontology can be derived by cosine measure,

namely simð ÐT empu;p; ðt jÞ. Notably, simððx; ðyÞZ ððx$ðy=jðxjjðyjÞ.
4.2.3. Profile adaptation

The system will adjust the work profile based on the

result of feedback analysis. Notably, a work profile records

topics (tasks or fields) with associated relevance degree to

the target task. The associated relevance degree of each

topic is adjusted as follows. The system will increase or

decrease the relevance degree (associated weight) of a task tj
(a topic in the task level of domain ontology) gradually,

where wpC1ðtjÞZwpðtjÞGDw. The adjustment Dw of a task

tj is derived based on the proportion of feedbacks and the

similarity between the temporal profile and tj. If simð ÐT em

pu;p; ðt jÞ is above a relevance-adjustment threshold q, the

system will increase the associated weight of task tj.

Meanwhile, if simð ÐT empu;p; ðt jÞ is below q, the system will

decrease the associated weight of task tj. The adjustment is

given by Eq. (5).

DwðtjÞ Z
Nd

u;p

Nd
uCNd

u;p

!jsimð ðT empu;p; ðt jÞKqj (5)

where Nd
u denotes the number of documents accessed and

browsed by worker u in conducting the target task prior to

time p, while Nd
u;p denotes the number of documents

accessed and browsed by worker u in conducting the target
task during time p. Notably, wpC1(tj)Z1, if wp(tj)CDwO1;

wpC1(tj)Z0, if wp(tj)KDw!0. Moreover, a field contains a

set of tasks. Thus, the value of wp(fieldi) is set to the

maximum value of wp(tj) for any task tj belongs to fieldi.

Namely, the weight of fieldi will be adjusted at time pC1,

where wpC1(fieldi)Zmaxtj2fieldi(wpC1(tj)).

Meanwhile, the adjustment may change the information

structure of a WPO. The personalized ontology of worker u

is adjusted by removing an irrelevant topic tj, if wpC1(tj) is

below the ontology threshold d, and adding a relevant topic

tj, if tj did not exist at time p and wpC1(tj)Rd.

Furthermore, the task profile of the target task can be

adapted based on the adjustment of work profile. The system

generates a set of top-k relevant tasks (denoted as TRTs) and

a set of top-k irrelevant tasks (denoted as TIRTs) based on

the work profile. Relevant tasks are those tasks with

associated relevance degree wpC1(tj) higher than the

relevance-adjustment threshold q, whereas irrelevant tasks

are those tasks with wpC1(tj) lower than q. Only the feature

terms and the associated relevance degrees of topics in the

task level are used to adjust the task profile of the target task,

since a field is a generic view of similar tasks; hence, the

feature terms of fields are not as representative as the feature

terms of tasks for the target task. The new task profile of the

target task, denoted as ðSpC1 is generated based on Eq. (6),

which is modified from standard Rocchio (1971); Ide (1971)

algorithms presented in Appendix I. The modification

considers the associated relevance degrees of relevant/irre-

levant tasks to the target task and the temporal profile

derived form the feedback analysis.

ðSpC1 Z aðSp Cb ðO Kgð1 KwpC1ðtjÞÞ
X

ctj2Tn

ðt j

ðO Z l
X

ctj2Tr

wpC1ðtjÞðt j C ð1 KlÞ ðT empu;p

(6)

where ðSp denotes the task profile of the target task at time p.

Notably, ðSp may be an initial task profile derived from the

initial assessment result. The ðO denotes the aggregated

relevant feature vector of the target task. The aggregation of

irrelevant feature vectors is derived from Tn which is the set

of top-k irrelevant tasks (TIRTs). The relevant feature

vector ðO is derived based on Tr, the set of top-k relevant

tasks (TRTs), and the temporal file generated from the

feedback analysis described in Section 4.2.2. Notably, wpC

1(tj) denotes the associated relevance degree of task tj to the

target task. ðT empu;p denotes the temporal profile derived

from the feedback analysis. Meanwhile, a, b, g are tuning

constants. The parameter l is used to adjust the relative

importance of relevant tasks and the temporal profile.
4.3. Task-based knowledge retrieval

A worker’s task profile and work profile can properly

reflect a work’s task-needs on the target task. The profiles

can be used to further enhance the knowledge retrieval
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capability in the proposed system. Moreover, the adjustment

of work profile across time will lead the system to refine the

task profile based on the profile adaptation approach

described in Section 4.2. Accordingly, ðSpC1 is used to

retrieve relevant codified knowledge in the repository.

Relevant task and document sets will be retrieved to provide

knowledge support for task execution according to the

similarity measure (e.g. cosine measure). Fig. 4 is the

interface of knowledge delivery in which the system

delivers task-relevant knowledge proactively based on the

task profile.
5. Fuzzy peer-group analytical model

This work employs a fuzzy analytical model to identify

peer-groups with similar task needs based on work profiles.

The proposed method mainly contains two phases. In phase

1, a fuzzy user-user similarity matrix is constructed to

record workers’ similarity relationships on task-needs. In

phase 2, a fuzzy inference procedure is employed to infer

the implicit and transitive relationships among workers. The

a-cuts approach is then applied to generate a proper set of

task-based peer-groups.

Section 5.1 describes the construction of a fuzzy user-

user similarity matrix based on work profiles. Notably, a

work profile records a worker’s task-needs on the target task

which are represented as a set of topics (fields or tasks in

domain ontology) with associated degree of relevance to the

target task. Section 5.2 describes the fuzzy inference and

a-cuts method used to derive task-based peer-groups based

on user similarity matrix. The system can then stimulate
knowledge sharing among peer-groups with similar task-

needs.
5.1. Establishing a user-user similarity matrix

The similarity measure between workers Ex and Ey can

be derived using the associated relevance degrees wp(topicj)

of topics recorded in the work profiles of Ex and Ey. The

task-level/field-level relevance degrees can be used to

derive the task-level/field-level similarity between workers.

Notably, a field contains a set of tasks. As described in

Section 4.2.3, the relevance degree in field level is derived

from the task-level, namely, the value of wp(fieldi) is set to

the maximum value of wp(tj) for any task tj belongs to fieldi.

Thus, the task-level similarity is stricter than the field-level

similarity. Very few similar users can be identified based on

the task-level similarity if there are very few tasks relevant

to the target task. More similar users can be identified based

on the field-level similarity. However, our pilot experimen-

tal analysis shows that the field-level similarity derived from

the maximum value of task-level relevance degree is too

vague to measure the similarity between workers. Accord-

ingly, we employ a compromised approach to compute

field-level similarity based on the aggregation of task-level

relevance degrees. An aggregated field-level relevance

degree of a fieldi is derived from the aggregation

(summation) of wp(tj) for all task tj belongs to fieldi. Then,

the field-level similarity is measured according to the

aggregated field-level relevance degrees, as described in the

following steps.

Step 1: Constructing a task-level user feedback matrix

An n-by-k user-feedback matrix I (task-level) is con-

structed to represent each worker’s task-level relevance
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degrees recorded in each worker’s work profile, where n

denotes the number of workers, and k denotes the number of

task items. The task-level relevance degrees represent

workers’ perspective on the relevance of tasks to the target

task.

Step 2: Deriving a field-level feedback matrix.

An n-by-l user-feedback matrix I (field-level) is derived

via a matrix operation employed between the transpose of

an l-by-k field-to-task binary relationship matrix F
(described in Section 4.1) and task-level user-feedback

matrix I (task-level), as shown in Eq. (7).

Iðfield K levelÞnKbyKl

Z Iðtask K levelÞnKbyKk !FT
kKbyKl (7)

l denotes the dimension of Field, k denotes the dimension of

Task, and n denotes the number of workers.

Step 3: Determining the similarity relationship matrix.

The cosine measure (Eq. (8)) is employed to calculate the

similarity among workers based on the n-by-l user-feedback

matrix I (field-level).

~2ðEi;EjÞ Z
ðAEi

$ ðAEj

j ðAEi
jj ðAEj

j
(8)

ðAEj
and ðAEj

are workers’ Ei and Ej’s feedback values in

field-level derived from the user-feedback matrix I (field-

level).

Finally, a reflective and symmetric matrix is derived,

denoted as an n-by-n fuzzy similarity relationship matrix S

(Fig. 5), which represents the similarity-relationship on

workers’ task-needs.

5.2. Identifying task-based peer-groups

A fuzzy inference procedure is employed to infer the

implicit and transitive relationships among workers. The

a-cuts approach is then applied to generate a proper set of

task-based peer-groups. This section demonstrates how the

task-based peer-groups can be automatically identified.

Notably, the fuzzy inference procedure is used to derive the

inherent transitive relationships among workers. By fuzzy

inference, the proposed system can effectively identify peer

groups with similar task needs derived from the inherent

transitive relationships. Accordingly, the system can

identify similar workers with implicit and inherent transitive
Fig. 5. Inferring similarity relationship
relationships, even if very few explicit similarity measures

are found in the similarity relationship matrix S.

Step 1: Inferring user relationship by fuzzy inference

The n-by-n fuzzy similarity relationship matrix S

represents the fuzzy relation among U, a set of workers.

The fuzzy relation of workers is represented in terms of

membership function ~2ðEi;EjÞ2½0; 1�. The method of

transitive max–min closure (Chen & Horng, 1999; Klir &

Yuan, 1995) is adopted to derive a reflective, symmetric,

and transitive matrix, which is a fuzzy equivalence matrix.

The definition of a transitive max–min closure ST of the

similarity matrix S is defined in Definition III, which is

adopted from Klir and Yuan (1995).

Definition III. Given an n-by-n fuzzy similarity relationship

matrix S which represents the fuzzy relation among U, a set

of workers, where jUjZn. A transitive max–min closure ST

of the similarity matrix S is derived as STZSy by a sequence

of max–min operations on the relation matrix until SyZSyC

1Z.ZSN. Notably, SyZSyK18SyK1, where y is an integer,

1%y%nK1 and 8 denotes a fuzzy max–min operation. The

max–min composition and max operator for set unions are

used to derive the transitive max–min closure ST. The fuzzy

max–min operation is defined as shown in Eq. (9).

~2yðEi;EjÞ Z max
Eu2U

minð~2yK1ðEi;EuÞ; ~2
yK1ðEu;EjÞÞ (9)

where ~2yðEi;EjÞ represents an element in Sy and ~2yK1ðEi;EuÞ=

~2yK1ðEu;EjÞ represents an element in SyK1.

Assume that the initial similarity relationships of workers

are shown in the left part of Fig. 5. The right part shows the

inferred transitive relationships among workers in matrix ST

after transitive max–min operations. The dashed line

indicates the new inferred relationships after transitive

max–min operations. For example, the relationship between

Ei and El is 0.56.

Step 2: Identifying task-based peer-group by a-cuts.

The a-cuts can be applied to the equivalence matrix ST

for any a degree to group workers in U, where a2(0,1).

Workers grouped together have equivalence relation.

Several a degrees can be gradually refined to partition

workers to form the subsets with equivalence relations.

Different subsets of equivalence relations are derived by

setting different a degrees in the matrix ST to partition set U.

For example, two subsets of equivalence relations are

derived by setting aZ0.64 in the matrix ST to partition
s based on workers’ task-needs.
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set U.

SaZ0:64
T Z

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1

2
66664

3
77775;

where aZ0.64

5.3. Task-based knowledge sharing

Effectively codifying tacit knowledge is difficult. The K-

Support system uses work profiles to identify task-based

peer-groups. Two kinds of task-based peer-groups are

located. The first is formal task-related members who join

the same projects. The other is informal peer-groups with

similar task-needs identified by the system. The system not

only provides a knowledge support platform for gathering

and exchanging task-relevant knowledge among workers,

but also presents the peer-group member’s personalized

ontology on the target task for knowledge sharing.
6. Task-based K-Support portal

The task-based K-Support portal is a Web-based

application, allowing workers to retrieve, organize and

share task-relevant knowledge. Accordingly, there are two

main applications provided in the proposed portal. One is
Fig. 6. Knowledg
K-Delivery application, which delivers task relevant knowl-

edge proactively to support task execution. The other is

K-Sharing application, which stimulates knowledge sharing

by locating possible task-based peer-groups. The peer-group

members’ perspectives on the task needs, namely person-

alized ontology on the target task, are displayed in the form

of a sharing tree structure. Both applications will be

demonstrated.
6.1. K-Delivery: Delivering codified knowledge proactively

As described in Section 4, weighted discriminating terms

are kept in the task profile for retrieving task-relevant

knowledge. The system can proactively deliver task-

relevant information based on the worker’s task profiles.

Fig. 6 shows the top-5 relevant tasks, top-30 relevant

documents and 10 task-associated terms provided by the

system. A tree-like structure is employed to organize task-

relevant information. Once the worker selects a document or

a task to read, the detailed information will be displayed, as

shown in the right frame of Fig. 6. Meanwhile, the worker

can view the description of any task-relevant document, as

denoted in circle 1. If the worker gave a positive rating on

the knowledge item (document or task sets), the system will

preserve the item in the worker’s MyFavorite folder.

Notably, the user behavior tracker in the profile modeling

server will track the worker’s feedback or access behavior to

adjust the task and work profiles.
e delivery.
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6.2. K-Sharing: knowledge support from peer-group

The system expands the personalized ontology of a

worker with the peer-group member’s personalized ontol-

ogy for knowledge sharing. Notably, a WPO represents a

worker’s perspective of task-needs on the target task. The

personalized ontology is derived from the work profile to

record tasks or fields that are relevant to the target task. The

system identifies peer-groups with similar task needs based

on work profiles. The system facilitates knowledge sharing

by displaying the shared information such as relevant tasks

and documents retrieved from peer-group members. The left

frame of Fig. 7 shows the sharing tree of ‘Jia-Yuan Lee’, as

denoted in circle 1. A sharing tree is a tree-like structure,

which represents the personalized ontology of a worker.

Meanwhile, the shared information from task-based peer-

groups is also presented in the sharing tree.

In the given example, the ontology {H3.3 Information

Retrieval and K4.3 Organization Impact, Mining Associ-

ation Rule for Recommendation in Enterprises} is shared

from ‘Mike Lee’, as denoted in circle 1 of Fig. 7. Another

tree-like structure below the sharing tree is used to organize

the shared document sets from the task-based peer-group (as

denoted in circle 3). All information is calculated timely and

automatically according to the feedback results. The peer

group analyzer in the profile modeling server will be

activated to identify task-based peer-group once the work

profiles have been updated. Notably, a threshold, a-cut

level, which is shown in the top left frame, can be adjusted
Fig. 7. Knowledge sh
by the workers to find more peer-group members by

decreasing the a value.
7. Experimental evaluation

Various experiments are conducted to evaluate the

effectiveness of the proposed K-Support system. Evaluation

is conducted with respect to the information needs of users

participating in knowledge-intensive tasks such as conduct-

ing thesis work or research projects. Two evaluation metrics

were considered to examine the effectiveness of the system-

the novelty and the quality of the knowledge items

suggested by the system. The K-Support system consists

mainly of two applications, K-Delivery and K-Sharing, as

described in Section 6. The K-Delivery application delivers

task relevant knowledge to workers based on the adaptation

of task profiles. Notably, task profiles are adapted according

to worker’s dynamic information needs, namely access

behaviors or explicit feedback. The K-Sharing application

provides peer-group members’ task relevant knowledge for

knowledge sharing. Accordingly, we evaluate the effective-

ness of K-Delivery application by comparing the K-Delivery

based on initial task profiles (without adaptation) with the

K-Delivery based on adapted task profiles. Moreover, we

evaluate the quality and novelty of shared knowledge items

provided by the K-Sharing application.

Section 7.1 describes the experimental data and evalu-

ation metrics. Section 7.2 presents the evaluation result. The

implications from the proposed system are also discussed.
aring (aZ0.9).
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7.1. Experimental setup
7.1.1. Data and participants

Experiments were conducted using data collected from a

research institute. Forty-eight research tasks were collected,

with thirty-two existing-tasks and sixteen executing-tasks

(target tasks that workers conduct at hand). Six executing-

tasks were chosen as the testing set for evaluations. Over

500 task-related documents were collected. Tasks are

classified into five categories and then grouped into thirteen

fields. The smallest meaningful components of document

information elements, such as title, abstract, journal and

author, were extracted from documents. Each document

contained an average of ninety distinct terms after

information extraction, and document pre-processing (e.g.

case folding, stemming, and stop word removal).

Twelve users were selected to participate in the

evaluation. Two kinds of user group were selected to

conduct the experiments. One group consisted of experi-

enced users who were familiar with the executing task and

the other group consisted of novices who were unfamiliar

with the executing task.
7.1.2. Three phases of K-Support

The K-Support system contains three phases, including

phase I: K-Delivery based on initial task profiles, phase II:

K-Delivery based on adapted task profiles, and phase III: K-

Sharing from task-based peer-groups. The K-Support

system performs phase I, then phase II, and finally phase

III. We evaluate the effectiveness of profile adaptation based

on the experimental result of phase II. The evaluation will

demonstrate whether the proposed adaptive task-based

profiling method can model worker’s dynamic information

needs properly. We also evaluate the effectiveness of

knowledge sharing based on the experimental result of

phase III. The evaluation will demonstrate whether the

proposed peer-group analytical model can effectively

identify task-based peer-groups based on work profiles.
7.1.3. Evaluation metrics

In general, evaluating the retrieval performance by

considering all retrieved items is difficult, since users may

not give feedback values (relevance ratings) on all retrieved

items. User-oriented metrics derived from users’ percep-

tions on retrieved items were usually used to evaluate the

retrieval performance (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).
Table 1

Users’ perceptions of information novelty

Phases of K-Support Conditions Exper

Task

Phase I Initial K-delivery Average novelty –

Phase II Adapted K-delivery Average novelty 0.283

Phase III K-Sharing Average novelty 0.612
Two user-oriented metrics, novelty and quality, were

adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system

from users’ perceptions on knowledge items, namely users’

feedback values (relevance ratings) on knowledge items.

The retrieved knowledge items which have been rated by

users were used to derive the evaluation metrics. Moreover,

the evaluation considered three phases of the system.

The novelty metric measures the ratio of relevant

knowledge items retrieved that are unknown to the user

(worker) Ei, as defined in Eq. (10). The relevant knowledge

items are those items retrieved with feedback value above

‘Normal’ from worker’s perception.

Novelty Z
jRuj

jRujC jRkj
(10)

where jRkj denotes the number of relevant knowledge items

retrieved (in current and previous phases) which are known

to worker Ei, whereas jRuj denotes the number of relevant

knowledge items retrieved (in current phase) which are

unknown to worker Ei. Notably, an item is known

(unknown) to worker Ei, if that item had (not) been rated

by Ei in previous phases. The novelty metric is used to

measure the effectiveness of the system in discovering new

(previously unknown) knowledge items that suit user needs.

The quality metric measures the fraction of aggregated

ratings of retrieved knowledge items to the aggregated

maximum ratings of retrieved knowledge items, as defined

in Eq. (11).

Quality Z

P
j2R a

Ei

j

CVð ~PÞEi !jRj
(11)

CVð ~PÞEi denotes the corresponding crisp value of

maximum relevance rating ‘Perfect ‘ given by worker Ei.

R denotes the set of knowledge items retrieved and rated by

worker Ei in current phase. aEi
j is the crisp feedback value on

retrieved knowledge item j given by worker Ei. The quality

metric is used to measure the worker’s satisfaction degree

on the retrieved knowledge items (e.g. tasks and

documents).
7.2. Experimental result

Table 1 shows the novelty of K-Delivery and K-

Sharing, respectively. Notably, the novelty for Initial K-

Delivery in phase-I is not filled out since the novelty is

1.000, i.e., all retrieved knowledge items are unknown to
ienced Novices

Document Task Document

– – –

0.540 0.373 0.520

0.570 0.650 0.613



Table 2

Users’ perceptions of information quality

Phases of K-Support Conditions Experienced Novices

Task Document Task Document

Phase I Initialized K-delivery Average quality 0.703 0.639 0.702 0.621

Phase II Adapted K-delivery Average quality 0.657 0.773 0.784 0.774

Phase III K-sharing Average quality 0.569 0.725 0.689 0.767
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users in initial K-Delivery. The result shows that K-

Delivery in phase-II can discover new (unknown) and

relevant (feedback value above ‘Normal’) items based on

adapted task profiles. Thus, the adaptation of task profiles

to model workers’ dynamic information needs is

important to provide necessary knowledge support.

Moreover, Table 3 shows that the novelty of K-Sharing

in phase-III is higher than that of K-Delivery in phase-II.

The result reveals that K-Sharing in phase-III can help

workers find more new and relevant knowledge items

from peer-group members.

The novelty of task-items under K-Delivery in phase-II

is below 0.5. The result implies that the relevant task set is

stable from phase-I to phase-II. Furthermore, for experi-

enced workers, the novelty of task-items under K-Delivery

in phase-II is lower than that for novices. The result

implies the task profiles of experienced workers are more

stable than those of novices. Novices are usually uncertain

about their information needs in the beginning, and thus

often adjust their information needs during task perform-

ance. The adapted K-Delivery can find more proper

relevant tasks for novices based on the adaptation of task

profiles.

Table 2 shows the quality of K-Delivery and K-Sharing,

respectively. All three phases can provide workers’ knowl-

edge items that suit their needs. In general, the quality

(satisfaction degree) of K-Delivery in phase-II is higher than

that of the other two phases. K-Delivery in phases-II shows

good adaptation capability to satisfy workers’ needs based

on adapted task profiles. The result indicates that the K-

Support system can provide workers appropriate and needed

knowledge items based on the adaptive task-based profiling

approach.

Interestingly, the quality for novices is better than

experienced workers, especially in phase-II and phase-III.

We observed that experienced workers are more knowl-

edgeable on the executing-tasks, thus are more certain on

the relevance of knowledge items; most novices are not

knowledgeable on the executing tasks, thus are uncertain on

the relevance of knowledge items, and tend to give relevant

ratings.

The experimental results conclude that the adaptive task-

based profiling method and the fuzzy peer-group analytical

model are effective to stimulate knowledge retrieval and

knowledge sharing.
8. Conclusions and future works

A task-based K-Support system is developed to

acquire, model and disseminate codified knowledge

among workers in task-based environments. The pro-

posed architecture can be tailored to manage codified

knowledge and human resources to support task

execution. A K-Support portal is built upon the system

to facilitate task-based knowledge retrieval and sharing

among task-based peer-groups. The knowledge support is

realized by the proposed profile modeling approach.

Therefore, the problem of accessing needed knowledge

items from vast amounts of codified knowledge can be

alleviated. In addition, this system identifies task-based

peer-groups based on the proposed fuzzy analytical

method. Knowledge sharing is achieved by enabling

workers to share their task-relevant knowledge among

peer-groups.

The proposed system can be applied to knowledge-

intensive and task-based business environments, such as

R&D department, Intellectual Property department, school

laboratory, and the like. The proposed system can provide

an effective portal to assist knowledge workers to fully reuse

knowledge assets and to further achieve the goal of business

tasks. Several issues need further investigations. First, this

work does not consider the process-aspect and context

awareness, as discussed in (Kwan & Balasubramanian,

2003). Future studies could extend the proposed approach to

support context-aware or process-aware delivery of task-

relevant knowledge. Moreover, the information needs of

knowledge workers are associated with their roles in

undertaken tasks; however, this work does not consider

the role/job perspective (Alvarado et al., 2004) to acquire

and disseminate task-relevant knowledge. Future studies

could extend the proposed profiling approach by consider-

ing role/task to acquire and reuse corporate memory

effectively.
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Appendix A. Relevance feedback techniques

Relevance feedback effectively improves search effec-

tiveness through query reformulation. Various studies have

demonstrated that relevance feedback applied in the vector

model is an effective technique for information retrieval

(Rocchio, 1971; Salton & Buckley, 1990). Eqs. (A1) and

(A2) illustrate two classical relevance feedback methods

designed by Rocchio (1971); Ide (1971), respectively. A

modified query vector ðqm is derived using the relevance of

documents (as feedback) to adjust the query vector ðq
(Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).

Standard_Rocchio :

ðqm Z aðq Cb
1

jDrj

X
cdj2Dr

ðdj Kg
1

jDnj

X
cdj2Dn

ðdj

(A1)

Ide_Dec_Hi : ðqm Z aðq Cb
X

cdj2Dr

ðdj Kg maxirrelevantððdjÞ

(A2)

where Dr denotes the set of relevant documents and Dn

represents the set of irrelevant documents according to user

judgment. jDrj and jDnj represent the number of documents

in the sets Dr and Dn. Meanwhile, a,b,g are tuning

constants. The function of maxirrelevant returns the most

irrelevant document. The two methods produce similar

results (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). Most studies

suggest that the information of relevant documents is more

important than that of irrelevant documents (Herman, 1992;

Salton & Buckley, 1990).
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